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Statement of Purpose: B.Sc. (-----------------------)
My name is ---------------- Born and brought up in----------, I have that rare blend of education
inan assortment of international schools, the intangibles of my travel experience, and interest
in all that is around us that have given me the benefit of a versatile, multi-dimensional outlook.
I have completed my high school in -----------------------------------------------------The Finance role that I took on during my International General Certificate of Secondary
Education [IGCSE] Business Enterprise coursework provided me with an insight into the
power and importance of Finance in an organization; without even moving out of wherever I
was, the sheer overview I had over the project as Finance Head designate overwhelmed me.
Even without actively participating in operations I had a handle on the project that others did
not seem to possess; even more, I was in a position to substantially contribute to the success
of the project due to actionable analysis of data. I came to believe that the Finance role was
much like the kitchen of a home… it is central to the well-being of a healthy family!
I believe that the rigorous Banking & Finance course offered by The University Of Londonwith Academic Direction by The London School of Economics and Political Science[LSE]
will help me understand the movement, reporting, and analysis of money flows per se; and,
alongside, the interaction of money with the extended economy, be it an organization or even
a nation that anUOL-LSE education will provide to round my knowledge in this matter,
amongst others.
It is with this in mind that I have elected to study for Banking & Finance at Podar World
College, Mumbai, India, through the UOL program offered by them. I feel certain that the
assistance and enthusiasm with which I have been guided by Podar thus far will continue well
into the future, through a faculty that is not just engaging and responsive but also practical.

